
Changes made to PPFM at 31 December 2012 
 
Principles 

There were no changes to the Principles. 
 
Practices 

We have made a small number of changes to the text of the Practices, on 31 
December 2012.  

In section 4.1 we have deleted a passage that explained we are actively considering 
allocating different fixed interest securities to different policies or units, to match the 
timing of the payouts we expect to make. While it remains possible that this change 
could be made in future, we are not currently considering it. If a change is made in 
future we would provide appropriate notice of the change to policyholders (as for any 
other potential changes).   

In section 4.2.3 we explain that different sub-groups of pension policies now have 
separate rates of terminal bonus, reflecting different policy charges. Previously the 
text had anticipated this would happen in future.   

In the same section we have removed a reference to the anticipated addition in 2010 
of unclaimed Membership Compensation to the Retained Account, This event 
occurred in 2010 as expected. (The Retained Account was first set up in March 2000 
with the aim of paying additional terminal bonus to with-profits policies sold before 
demutualisation). We have also clarified that the additions from the Retained Account 
relate to premiums paid up to 3 March 2000. 

In the same section the PPFM had explained that we were gradually reducing historic 
additions included in some terminal bonus rates. This has now completed so the 
passage has been removed from the PPFM. 

In sections 4.3, 4.4.3 and 4.5.3 we explain that market value reductions and payouts 
when guarantees to not apply are approved by senior executives, including at least 
one executive director. Previously approval was given by the executive directors. The 
change reflects the increased involvement of the independent With-Profits 
Committee in reviewing the methods we use. 

In section 4.3 we have included an explanation that, for unitised with-profits policies, 
our practice at 31 December 2012 is that the rates of terminal bonus used when 
guarantees do apply and when they do not apply are the same. 

In section 5.1 we explain that the Board reviews the benchmark mix of asset classes 
and the discretion the investment manager has to depart from this mix at least once a 
year. The PPFM also explains that an investment committee made up mainly of 
senior executives carries out a review at least twice a year. Previously the PPFM 
stated that the Board would carry out the review at least twice yearly, which pre-
dated the involvement of the investment committee in the strategic management of 
the with-profits funds’ investments. 

In section 5.1 we have updated the PPFM so that it reflects the updated 
arrangements, at 31 December 2012, for the setting of limits on exposures to 
counterparties in relation to investments in corporate bonds and money market 
instruments. 

We have removed a statement from section 5.2 that fixed interest investments are 
selected having regard to the outstanding term to go of the relevant liabilities. This 
reflects developments in the regulatory solvency regime. 



In the same section we have updated the passage that explains how an upper limit 
for investment in equities and property is set (reflecting a modest evolution in 
approach). The passage also notes that upper limits may be appropriate for other, 
newer, asset classes. Further information on the range of assets into which the with-
profits fund invests can be found in the annual “Report on Principles and Practices of 
Financial Management”. 

We have removed ‘operational buildings’ from the list of assets that section 5.3 
previously said would not normally be traded. 

Further detail has been included in the description of administration charges for 
conventional with-profits policies in section 6, explaining how these reflect charges in 
1998 adjusted for inflation. The same section now also now explains that investment 
management charges are set at the lower of 0.07% of the relevant assets per 
annum, or the actual cost to the Company if lower. 

Section 7.1 now explains the types of new with-profits business being written into the 
with-profits fund, confirming that the volume is low (and is expected to remain so).   

In the glossary section we have included the term Market Value Reductions and 
provided further detail in the description of Asset Shares. 

Finally, in a number of places we previously described practices that we applied 
“currently”. For clarity we have replaced the word “currently” with the words “at the 
date of this document.”  


